Lingotto Factory Conversion

1983 - 2003

Turin, Italy

Built in the 1920s for Fiat, Lingotto was the largest
and most modern car manufacturing plant in Europe,
both architecturally and in terms of car production.
The 500m-long, five-storey building, had a volume
of one million cubic metres, and was equipped with
a rooftop test track. Lingotto was the first example
of modular construction in reinforced concrete, based
on the repetition of three elements: pillars, beams and
floors.
The factory was closed in 1982. In 1984, Fiat S.p.A.
announced a competition and, in 1985, commissioned the Renzo Piano Building Workshop to convert
the building. The project aimed to revive the building
by transforming it into a multipurpose centre while
maintaining its architectural identity.

Competition, 1983
Client
Fiat S.p.A.
Design Architects
Renzo Piano Building Workshop,
architects: S.Ishida (associate)

The building’s exterior remains largely unaltered, but its interior was completely
modified in order to accommodate an exhibition centre, a conference centre and auditorium, two hotels, offices and retail space. In 1997, Fiat group’s management headquarters returned to the office block. In 2002, Turin Polytechnic’s automotive engineering department was also installed in the building.
The ‘Bubble’, a completely transparent meeting room on the roof of the Lingotto
building, was another addition.

Design Development and Construction
phase, 1991-2003
Clients
Lingotto S.p.A. + Pathé + Palazzo Grassi

Consultants
Ove Arup & Partners, AI Engineering,
Fiat Engineering (structure and services), Manens Intertecnica (services/
movie theater), Prodim+Teksystem
(services/dental school); Arup Acoustics, Müller BBM, Peutz & Associés
(acoustics); PI Greco Engineering (fire
prevention); Davis Langdon Everest,
Fiat Engineering, GEC Ingénierie (cost
control); Emmer Pfenninger Partner (façade engineering/car engineering school);
RFR (roof structure/art gallery); Techplan (theater equipment); P.Castiglioni
(lighting); P.L.Cerri, ECO S.p.A. (graphic
design); F.Santolini, F.Mirenzi (interiors/
hotel); CIA (interiors/shopping center);
Studio Vitone & Associati, F.Levi/G.Mottino, Studio Rousset (site supervision).
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Design Architects
Renzo Piano Building Workshop,
architects:
M.Carroll,
M.Cucinella,
S.Ishida,
B.Plattner,
M.Salerno,
S.Scarabicchi, R.V.Truffelli, M.van der
Staay, M.Varratta, P.Vincent (partners,
partners and architects in charge)
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